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Equity Trading Alert - Stock Trading Robot Review

Can A Stock Trading Robot- Newsletter, Provide You with the stock tips you need?

June 19, 2009 - PRLog -- ?  Equity Trading Alert provides you with a successful, acclaimed and
established weekly email newsletter featuring exceptional stock picks on day trading penny stocks.  Instead
of just abstract advice, Equity trading Alert tells you the specific stocks to buy and why, then tells you
exactly when to sell them to maximize your profit.  The “Founding Farther” of Equity Trading Alert has
been providing stock picks successfully for 15 years.  Equity Trading Alerts  has a system that is world
renown for its exceptional selections on day trading penny stocks by such esteemed online sources as Wall
Street Journal and Business Week.  My Equity Trading Alert review will reveal my hands-on experiences
with the newsletter and caution you about any possible shortcomings.   
One indisputable value of Equity Trading Alert is that it offers you a full eight week 100% risk-free trial.
 You don't even have to bother with my review if you want to just try it out yourself without risk and
immediately start day trading penny stocks with Equity Trading Alert exceptional stock picks.  If after eight
weeks you decide that you don't want to buy Equity Trading Alert for reason being that it hasn't provided
you with day trading stock tips that work for you, you will get your money back, no questions asked.  If you
choose to stick with it, you pay $40.00 one time fee: there are no renewal fees or payments needed ever
again and you'll receive the Equity Trading Alert email every week for as long as you wish.  Different
methods work for different people, so if you really want exceptional stock picks and you're determined to
succeed, there's absolutely no reason why you shouldn't try mastering day trading penny stocks through the
Equity Trading Alerts newsletter.  You have nothing to lose with the Equity Trading Alert trial, but if you
don't join soon you may miss your opportunity to join the newsletter.  Equity Trading Alert limits the
number of subscribers to the newsletter.
EquityTradingAlert.com

# # #

Global Review helps stock traders and investors take advantage of practical stock trading opportunities
every day. We review companies so stock traders and investors can maximize there profits!
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